
Family Tree - Newspaper 
Items

The Runner Family Tree Project



While working with some old newspapers I came across an obituary for Tennie G Runner.  I read 
the obit and thought it would be fun to try and find a family for her.

I did a search on Ancestry dot com and got a hint for several family trees for Tennie and I brought 
up the first tree on the list.  It was a tree owned by Stephen Bolin.

I looked at the tree to make sure their Tennie matched the information that was on her obituary. 
The info. on the tree matched the obit., so my next step was to inform the owner of the tree.

I wanted to tell the tree owner about the obituary and give him the obit link. To do that I had to 
indicate which person on his tree would be getting the obit. 

I copied the link to Tennie’s profile page on the tree and started the message with 
“On your tree Stephen Bolin: http… I found her obit…” I included the full link on the message.

I sent the message to  Stephen Bolin and then continued to look at his tree for possible death 
dates that might be in the range of the old newspaper where Tennie’s obit was found.

Range?  Next slide will explain.



Range of a newspaper:
Google News Archive collection does not have every newspaper for a particular publication and not all the 
years or months for a particular newspaper, so you should know what range the newspaper covers.

In this case the 
range is Nov 1967 
thru 2000 ---
However, not all 
years, months or 
days will have a 
newspaper. 



Getting back to Stephen Bolin’s tree.  
When I brought up Teenie’s page, I 
noticed that her husband’s death date 
was in the range of the newspaper, so I 
pulled his page and got the exact date. 

I also noticed that the name in the newspaper is spelled differently 
than what Stephen has, but all the other info matched.

I then looked for a newspaper that might have some information 
about her husband’s death date. 
The newspapers available may only have a small death 
announcement or a funeral announcement so one must look at all 
the possible newspapers where a good obit might be found.

I found an obit for him.



Having found the two, I continued working with the tree and looked at as many profiles as possible; 
looking at the death dates to see if the date fit within the range. I also made sure they had ties to 
Bowling Green Kentucky because that is where the newspaper was published. 

I used the dates to find the actual obituary or any news item for the person. As I mentioned before, 
sometimes the newspaper does not print the obituary in a timely manner, so you must hunt for it a day, 
or two or even three days after the death occurred. That’s what makes this type of project fun; it is a 
puzzle that must be put together; never really knowing which piece of the puzzle will turn up.

I continued with Stephen tree and was able to find several more obituaries for people. 

This is the order in which I found the obituaries on the Google News Archive newspaper collection 

Tennie G. Runner - Nov 1992

Hughey Runner - 21 Nov 1991
John Ezra Runner - 26 Feb 1980
William T Runner - 15 Apr 1996

French Runner - 11 Jan 1991
Phelix B Runner - 06 Sep  1993
Bessie A Mahan - 07 Jan 1994



After notifying Stephen about those that I found, I decided to create a tree for myself of the Runner family and include all 
the items that I had found and by playing in the new tree, I wanted to see how many more items I could find; both in old 
newspapers or on other family trees.

Since I had already reviewed Stephen’s tree, I was able to start at the top and work down, instead of starting with Tennie, 

I named the tree: 0 - Granville Washington Runner - Kentucky - Family Tree

By putting a zero (0) at the beginning of the tree name you ensure that it always appear at the top of the family tree list.

Granville Washington Runner (1830-1888) is not in the range of the newspaper I was using for Bowling Green, Kentucky, 
but some of the people below him might be in the range.

I started with two 
people and ended up 
with this huge tree >>>



As you will see in the following slides, I was able to find many items for the tree.

Some of the items came from other trees that I found on Ancestry. Some of the items 
came from hints to “Newspaper” (the members only newspaper collection) but most 
came from the free Google News Archive collection. 

I tried to make sure that the items I picked up fit the information on the family tree. I 
made a couple of mistakes when I was not paying attention, but I was able to correct 
those in time, by carefully reviewing the profile pages of the persons.

All the people I was dealing with were from the Bowling Green, Kentucky area so it 
was easy to catch the mistakes; if it was from a different state, I double checked it; 
sometimes the person died in some other state, but the death was recorded in the 
hometown newspaper.

I did not try to find every person’s obit even if they fell in the range. I just jumped 
around and picked ones I thought would be interesting to work with.

Now let’s recap with images.



While working with some old newspapers I came across an obituary for Tennie G Runner. 

I took a screen print of the item and trimmed off all the excess 
newspaper stuff. I then saved a copy of the long version.
Next I cut and pasted the obit into two (2) columns to make it fit in 
the Tennie G Runner profile page box. It is easier to read that way. 



Tennie G. Runner
age 81
of Indianapolis

born:
at Warren county

died: 01 Nov 1992
at St. Francis Hospital

father: late Thomas L Sullivan
mother: Dovie Mills

husband: Hughie E Rummer
/person/tree/189397879/person/392464930479/facts
==============================
survive:
two (2) daughters:
Martha E Page - Indianapolis
Barbara R Lee - Indianapolis

two (2) sons:
Donald K Runner - Houston
Robert G Runner - Cincinnati

sister: Norene Bohannon - Louisville

10 gchildren
6 ggchildren

burial: Round Hill Cemetery, Indianapolis
========================
News from Indianapolis
Daily News - Nov 2, 1992

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=JPcaAAAAIBAJ&sjid=wkcEAA
AAIBAJ&pg=5944%2C825553
====================
on tree: https://www.ancestry.com/family-
tree/person/tree/189397879/person/392464930479/facts
==============================

Using the obituary information, I create a text file for the person which helps 
me synthesis the information so that I can use it on the persons profile page.
I create a text file for each of the newspaper items I collect and that way 
years from now people can pull up the folder for the family and find the 
information in the files.  



I then used the death date for Tennie’s husband and found his 
obituary in the newspaper. 
I took a screen print of it and saved a file; then I cut and pasted a 
two (2) column obituary to make it fit the profile box and to make it 
easier to read.



Hughie E Runner
age 79
of Indianapolis

born: 18 JAN 1912
Warren county native

died: 21 NOV 1991
at St Frances Hospital - Beech Grove, Ind.

part-time guard for City Plating Co
former route salesman for Blue Bird Pie Co.
former employee of General Baking Co

father: late William B Runner
mother: Myrtle Davenport 

wife: Tennie E Sullivan

survive:
wife

two (2) daughters:
Martha E Page - Indianapolis
Barbara R Lee - Indianapolis

two (2) sons:
Donald K Runner - Houston
Robert G Runner - Cincinnati

three (3) brothers:
William Runner - Bowling Green, Indiana
Felil Runner - Bowling Green, Indiana
Eldridge Runner - Popular Bluff, Iowa

10 gchildren
4 ggchildren
-----
burial: in Indianapolis
======================================
Daily News - Nov 22, 1991
Bowling Green, Ky.

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=6-
seAAAAIBAJ&sjid=pUcEAAAAIBAJ&pg=6679%2C5466415
=======================================

Using the obituary information, I create a text 
file for Hughie E Runner.



Each obituary has its own screen print and text file



Found one newspaper obituary (red box) and 
continued to look for more. The red arrows are 
the ones I found.

The Moore family branch had to be on second page



The Moore family branch

Notice photos gathered 
from some family tree

Notice two obits for the 
Moore family line



The Runner family branches and 
the Moore family that got obits or 
photos.



The following two (2) slides will show all the items I was able to collect and put on the Runner tree.



This clips or screen shots are found in the Ancestry family tree .



This clips or screen shots are found in the Ancestry family tree .



Sunday 26 Feb 2023
Sent the Runner message to 13 family tree owners.
====================
Family Trees that have Tennie G Sullivan line -
Stephen Bolin
Connie Ruth Foster Grissim
pnewman47630
jldamman1
Sullivan line - 19WMR37
============================
William B Runner line –
gwpratt01
tj_ancestry
Roger Dale Jones

French line –
klinknky
madwelch
MKLogsdon
johnhfowler
mjunepeters [from Australia]
============================

Once I was bored with playing on the tree and 
stopped collecting newspaper items, I focused on the 
various family tree hints that kept coming up while I 
worked on the profile pages. 

I never take the family tree hints into my tree(s) 
because they are created by humans and humans 
make mistakes. I just look at the trees to see what 
they have and see if there are any good records that 
might help me with my tree. 

So having completed my work with the Runner tree I 
brought up each family tree hint and notified the 
owners about the items I found and about the huge 
tree now available for them to look at. 
I told them that they could use any of the images they 
found on my tree. 

I sent messages to 13 owners. (See list at right)



Runner Family Project is now completed.

I hope this short presentation has been beneficial to you and perhaps you learned something new.

If you ever need help with research, there are many free places online, where you can go for help.

- Facebook has many genealogy groups where you might find your answers.

- FamilySearch will also help you with your genealogy problems.

- YouTube has many “How To” videos where you will learn the ins and outs of genealogy and many 
other family tree related topics.

- Personal blogs are also helpful, so make sure you look for those when you are searching the web.

Of course, you can always go to my blog and pickup many “How To” lessons.
You can also learn about my work with the old newspaper and get ideas for your family tree(s). 

Here is one you can start with: https://munozcollection.com/2013/01/27/how-to-work-with-
google-archive-news/

Thank You  ----- Jose A Munoz from Clarkston, Michigan, USA

https://munozcollection.com/2013/01/27/how-to-work-with-google-archive-news/
https://munozcollection.com/2013/01/27/how-to-work-with-google-archive-news/
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